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The Past 12 Months...
Over the past 12 months, several changes have occurred throughout the unit. We have
relocated our office from Sunningdale, changed our name from the Missing Persons
Bureau to the Missing Persons Unit, and even experienced several staff changes during
this time.

Welcome to the Team
Every year, the UK Missing Persons Unit welcomes two University students to undertake
a placement year within the unit. This year, Meg Carter and Becky Kidd have joined the
team as part of their undergraduate study.
Meg—I study Psychology at the University of Bath. I have always had an interest in
Forensic Psychology and hope to develop a career in this field. I am excited to see what
opportunities a year within the NCA will provide to help support this aspiration.
Becky— I study Forensic Investigations at Coventry University. I would love to develop
a career in investigations and I feel this placement is a good place to start! I am excited
to see where this journey will take me.

Farewell to Staff
Over the past month, the UKMPU has unfortunately had to say farewell to several
members of staff. All the team would like to wish the very best of luck to each of them in
their new roles. We are sad to see them go.

Website—missingpersons.police.uk
Our website is still a great way to involve members of the public in our work to identify
deceased individuals found across the UK. The Unidentified Case Search facility is a key
feature of the site, allowing visitors to search through some of our unidentified cases to
see if they may know who they are. In addition to when and where they were found, the
records provide photographs, artist impressions and images of specific features such as
tattoos, alongside information such as gender, estimated age, and ethnicity, if available.
Below are two of our most recently added cases. Do you recognise either of them?

Gender: Female
Age Range: 25-55
Location: Seaford
Date found: 4th July 2017

Gender: Male
Age Range: 55-65
Location: Boston
Date found: 11th April 2018

Email: ukmpu@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk
Tel: 0800 234 6034
Follow the Unit on Twitter: @UKMissingPerson
Like the ‘UK Missing Persons Unit’ page on Facebook
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Upcoming Events
 30th October

Lorna DennisonWilkins visits the
UKMPU to discuss
her bodies found in
water research

 2nd November

Peter Laverick,
special advisor from
the Foreign and
Commonwealth
Office, visits the
team
 10th December

Missing People
Carol Service, St
Martins-in-the-Fields
London; get tickets
from Missing People

Positive News Story
In August 2018, a vulnerable 15 year old girl was reported
missing from her home. South Wales Police (SWP) strongly
believed her to be in the company of an older male, and thus
treated this disappearance as a child abduction.
The force contacted the UKMPU for assistance with the case,
with operation officers rapidly assisting with force alerts,
signposting to and facilitating wider NCA specialist support, and
carrying out open-source checks. Regular contact was made with
SWP throughout the investigation in the bid to locate the young
girl.
Following a month of hard work from Police, the UKMPU and
other agencies involved in this case, the 15 year old was
successfully located safe and well in September 2018. As been
suspected she was in the company of a 20 year old male, who
was subsequently arrested for child abduction and the
possession of a bladed article. SWP expressed their huge
appreciation for the support provided by the UKMPU during this
case, highlighting the positive impact the unit can have during
missing person investigations.

Operation Freshwater
Potentially one of the largest operations the UKMPU has been engaged with throughout
this year is Operation Freshwater, which followed the discovery of a torso, skull and
arm at Freshwater bay on the Isle of Wight in 2017. It was quickly confirmed the torso
was male, but unfortunately there were no matches when the DNA was compared
across the Missing Persons DNA Database. It was also determined that the skull and
arm recovered close-by belonged to a female, ruling out the possibility that they came
from the same person as the torso. With these two individuals yet to be identified, the
UKMPU agreed to investigate.
One of the main challenges around these cases is that the
site at which they were discovered is near one of the only
sites in the UK which is currently used for burials at sea.
This led to the consideration that both the skull, arm and
torso may have come from individuals buried at sea, who
would not be reported as missing. This has required the
MPU to undertake more complex and challenging
investigation than usual, which is still continuing...
Email: ukmpu@nca.x.gsi.gov.uk
Tel: 0800 234 6034
Follow the Unit on Twitter: @UKMissingPerson
Like the ‘UK Missing Persons Unit’ page on Facebook

